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‘He held in His Right Hand 7 Stars, and a sharp Double-Edged Sword came from His Mouth.
His Face was like the Sun shining at its Brightest. When I saw Him, I fell at His Feet like a Dead
Man. But He placed His Right Hand on me and said, Do not be afraid. I am the First and the
Last…’ -Revelation 1:16-17

The purpose of this study is to depict the longest Partial Lunar Eclipse in 1000 years in
the Sky. The study will attempt to define several of the Astronomical Nuances of this
November 19, 2021 Celestial Event. Why? The Lunar Eclipse conjoins the Pleiades at
this Place and Time. Whenever there is such an alignment with the Pleiades, one
believes that there is then a possible inference to it being a ‘Sign’ for the Church and
thus have a connection to Biblical Prophecy. Why? The Pleiades represents the 7Churches of Asia or the ‘Bride of Christ’. With the release of COVID-19, it appears that
there has also been a flurry of many Celestial Events in the Heavens as on Earth
signaling an acceleration of End Times Events. The main ‘Theme’ that both Secular and
Biblical sources have interpreted from such Signs, above and below is that ‘Time is Up’
and that ‘There is no more Time’.
This ‘Time’ is in reference to what? From the Biblical Perspective, it is that of the
connotation dealing with the end of the Church Age. In Secular terms, there has been
the theme of ‘Rain’, the ‘Dark Winter’ and pending Cataclysm that are being broadcast.
In both cases, it is interestingly signaling the same, in fact the very same verbiage that
echoes the theme of, ‘As in the Days of Noah’. But in the Secular case, they see the
signaling as the end of the present World Order. It is the coming of their New One or
how the theme since the COVID-19 Plandemic was released, is the ‘Transitioning’ to
their World ‘Reset’. For the Followers and Believers in Jesus, it too will be a ‘Reset’.
Christ’s Biblical ‘Reset’ will be when the Resurrection and Rapture event ‘Resets’ the
Bodies of Believers, literally and the Bride of Christ is transitioned into Eternity. Thus, if
one studies the Nomenclature of the segment wherein the Partial Lunar Eclipse takes
place, one can attempt to decipher the clues as to the meaning that perhaps Christ is
signaling to His Church, at this Place and Time. First, to define the location in the Sky.
Where does this Partial Lunar Eclipse occur? A Lunar Eclipse occurs when the Earth is
in-between the Sun and the Moon. In terms of Geometry, the Disc sizes of the Earth,
Sun and the Moon are such that at certain precise Times and Orbits, the
synchronization of these 3 Celestial Bodies cause the Shadow of the Earth to be cast
upon the Face of the Moon. Then due to the Refraction Properties of the Earth’s
Atmosphere, the White Light that is bent into the ‘Shadow’ filters-out the Blue Spectrum.
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Cosmic Signaling
The Lunar Eclipse leaves the Red Spectrum to dominate the Light cast upon the Moon.
This Red Light makes the Moon appear to turn ‘Blood’ Red and thus, a Red Blood
Moon. However, aside from Astronomical Properties, such Cosmic Events have taken
an Esoteric and Religious connotation. That is, that for the Jewish Nation in particular,
such denote a ‘Bad Omen’ of War, Strife and Death. Conversely, it is when there is a
Total Solar Eclipse, where the Moon is in-between the Sun and the Moon, does this
signal a ‘Bad Omen’ for the Gentile Nations. This is in keeping with this study’s Biblical
Narrative and attempt to interpret such a Cosmic Signaling. Why? In Genesis, YHVH,
the Creator set the Sun, Moon and the Stars to ‘Signal’. He ordained such Celestial
Bodies to be a Clock Time, Seasons, Months, Weeks, Days and Hours, etc.
Moreover, such Eclipses, both Lunar and Solar reoccur in precise patterns that are
Mathematically impossible to replicate with such precision. And this is evidence for an
Intelligent Design vs. a random Evolutionary Chance, Matter and Non-Causality. As to
where the Partial Lunar Eclipse occurs then becomes significant, Biblically speaking as
YHVH has ordained such Celestial Synchronization to be for ‘Signs’. Signs of what? If
one keeps to the current trend of what is understood that is being ‘signaled’, it is that
‘Time is Up’, Time has run out. Now, this does not mean, that at such precise Celestial
Occurrences, the ‘World Will End’. But that as ‘Signs’ go, the nearness of such an
‘Reset’ related to the ‘End’ is near. How ‘near’? That remains to be seen or understood.
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Nevertheless, also consider that this November 21, 2021 Partial Lunar Eclipse is the 2 nd
of 4 in a successive series that started in May of 2021 and will conclude in November of
2022. It is rather interesting that the other 3 Lunar Eclipses are Total. Thus, by this 2nd
Eclipse not being Total, but nearly, which is odd in itself, the series missed being a fullon Tetrad. A Tetrad is a sequence of 4 Total Lunar Eclipses. If on remembers the
Tetrad hype of 2014-15, that is what this series could have been. Why mentioned this?
It is that during such Tetrads, major Prophetic Events dealing with the Nation of Israel,
in particular have occurred; either before, during or after the Tetrad elapsed. What one
then wants to point out, is that this Partial Lunar Eclipse occurs in conjunction to the
Pleiades Star Cluster in the Constellation of Taurus. This is the Key.
In Biblical Terminology, the Moon is a Euphemism for the Bride of Christ as it reflects
the Light of the Sun, that being Jesus, the Groom, etc. The Pleiades 7-Star Cluster
represents the 7-Churches of Asia as well as the Candelabra of Lights and is called the
Congregation of the King or Shephard, etc. In Revelation, it is Jesus who holds the 7Stars. This Star Cluster is famous since Ancient Times. The 7-Stars are in the ‘Neck’
area of the Sign of Taurus. Now, according to Ancient Nomenclature, Taurus represents
the ‘Fierce Anger of the Judge’. It is also a simile of the ‘Beast’ that has captured the 7
Maidens of the Pleiades. This Beast is coming, in Judgment and its Head has the
famous Eye or ‘Bull’s Eye’ imagery and association with the All-Seeing Eye of Lucifer.
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Guardian of the Gate
Moreover, the 2 Horns of Taurus bisect the Ecliptic and it thus configures a ‘Pyramid’
Motif that is utilized by the Luciferians, the Masons, and the Occult, etc. The Bull or
Beast in this case becomes a euphemism for Lucifer that is also depicted charging at
the Silver Gate of Heaven. His intent is to ram through the Gates of Heaven past Orion
and invade the Kingdom of YHVH and assume the Throne. This is the ‘Celestial Battle’
or Conflict in that the Sentinel or Guardian of the Gate, Orion, the Light Bearer is
confronting the Bull. In this interpretation, Orion is the Motif representing Jesus. He is
the Conqueror that has confronted Lucifer at the Cross of Calvary, the Gate to Paradise
and has won the War to Rescue the 7-Maidens from the clutches of the ‘Beast’, etc.
This Taurus-Orion Constellation depiction is akin to a ‘Celestial Bullfight’. It is Orion or
Jesus that vanquishes the mighty Beast or Lucifer that captured Eve in the Garden
through Lies and Deception. It is Orion or Jesus that has now claimed the Bride, that
was captive, but is to set her free at the Resurrection-Rapture event. And that He
prevents Lucifer from invading and conquering Heaven, as He, Jesus is the Captain of
the Host of the Armies of Heaven, etc. The various Names of the Stars that make up
Taurus, thus reveal the central theme of this Place and Time that the Eclipse is
signaling. It complements the Storyline of the Messiah in the Mazzaroth, or the 12 Signs
in the Sky. They tell of the Plan of Redemption found, actualized and realized in Jesus.
For example, the ‘Horn’ of Taurus above the Ecliptic, where the Sun travels in a straight
line from Earth’s perspective has at its end-point the Star named, El Nath.
This star means, the ‘Heel’, the ‘Pierced one’ or the Slain. It touches on the other
Constellation that is part of the Taurus Sign, named Auriga, the Shephard. This
Shephard Motif speaks of Genesis 3:15 in how the Enemy would piece the Heel of the
Seed of the Woman, who is Jesus and depicted also as the Shephard. This is, after all
what Jesus said of Himself, that he was the Good Shepherd that was Pierced at the
Cross of Calvary for the Sheep. Or in this case, the ‘Captive 7-Stars of the Pleiades’,
also called the 7-Daughters of Atlas. Another interesting Name is how within the
Hyades, or the face of Taurus, 1 of the 5 Stars is named Chamukay. This Name has a
connotation of having do to with a ‘Net’. As in a Fishing Net. Consider that such Names
all related to aspects of the Gospel Storyline in how in terms of the Bride of Christ, there
would be a specific amount ‘Caught in the Net’ to then conclude the Age of the Fish.
This innuendo and inference are depicted after the Resurrection of Jesus as the
Disciples had, ‘Gone back to Fishing’. One day, after a long period of catching nothing,
Jesus appeared to them at the shore and instructed them to cast the ‘Net’. The specific
Number of Fish caught was noted as being 153. This is a Sacred Mathematical
Coefficient that in the Esoteric understanding, deals with the Vesica Pisces and that of
Reproduction and Multiplication. And is that not what the Gospel Commission has been
all about? That is to Fish for Men as Jesus commanded the Disciples and that Jesus
would be with that ‘Catch’ until the ‘End of that Age’. What Age? The Age of the Fish,
Piscis that has, by the way Astronomically ended and now it is the Age of Aquarius, or
that of the coming AntiChrist soon thereafter. This is way on both sides, the signaling is
clearly being communicated that the present 7-Star Church is about to be Rescued.
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End of the Church Age
At the end of what Age is that? The Church Age, the Age of Grace, etc. Thus, as one
can sense, there is a rich array of possible Prophetic Inferences that confirm the Biblical
Narrative, that indeed the End of the Present Age is about to end. And perhaps such
Lunar and Solar Eclipses, occurring in conjunction to the Pleiades and other key Places
and Times are a way of signaling to the Bride that such a time is coming and to take
note of this particular segment of the Mazzaroth Storyline that is presently being
Celestially highlighted. And how is the Biblical Narrative related to the depiction of this 1
in a 1000-Year Lunar Eclipse conjoining the Pleiades in Taurus at this time?
Consider that the end of the Age of the Church has been likened to such a tenuous
Conflict and Contention that has had the 7-Star Pleiades under ‘Lockdown’ by Taurus.
And it is going to have to take a ‘Jail Break’, metaphorically speaking that will end with
her Liberation. But not just in Earthly terms, but a Liberation of the Body, and one in
which will come as the result of the Resurrection and Rapture event. As that is what
precisely will conclude the Gospel Commission of the Church Age. All ‘Commissions’
have an End-Date. And at which time, the ‘153rd Fish’ will have been ‘Caught’. And it will
be the time for the Catch or the Harvest to be brought in to the shore to Jesus.
Many are skeptical of such Celestial Signs, and this mostly coming from within the Body
of Christ. This is only because such Knowledge has been suppressed, from without and
from within. Here is an example of how the Numerical Coefficients ‘signal’ certain
aspects that can be clues to be used to relate such Celestial Events to Biblical
correlations. Perhaps. Of course, one can be reading too much into the ‘Sign’. However,
consider that this is the longest Lunar Eclipse in a 1000 Years. In terms of time, it is
understood that after the Rapture and the 7-Year Tribulation to conclude the 6000Years of Human Rebellion, there will be a 1000-Year Kingdom ruled by Jesus on Earth.
This occurs when Jesus returns with the Bride to do just that at the end of the last Week
of Years to close-out National Israel’s Discipline. Then, consider how the overall
duration of the Eclipse lasts for 6 hours and 2 minutes. It is understood that the Number
6 is the Number of Man, and that of the coming AntiChrist for that matter, 6-6-6. But that
in correlation, the Time of Man has been only thus allotted to be 6 Period of 1000 Years.
And that the Church Age has been allotted 2 Segments or 2000 Years, as such. In the
research, it was also noted that the last time a Lunar Eclipse lasted this long was in
1440. Since there is no ‘Zero’, it is only a place holder, the coefficient is then really 144.
Where does one see this 144 correlation in the Bible? It is how when after the
Resurrection and Rapture event occurs, there will also be a Gospel Commissioning
‘Reset’ thereafter. It will be one done by Jesus Christ in that He will Commission
144,000 Jews from the 12 Tribes of Israel to take up the Mantle of the Gospel. It will be
much like at the departing of Elijah, where Elijah as a type of the Bride of Christ gets
Raptured. Then Elisha, as the type of Israel to be left behind, takes-up the Call. This is
what will occur during the Tribulation Period and is evidence that the Bride of Christ is
‘Rescued’ beforehand by the ‘Prince’, Orion. It is because the Bride is not appointed to
Wrath, as the Constellation Taurus bears this out with her Rescue Rapture.
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What is also interesting to note is that this Lunar Eclipse at the Taurus-Orion Celestial
Conflict for the Pleiades in front of the Silver Gate, is also mirrored at the Golden Gate
with Ophiuchus and Scorpio, at the same time. It is where the Sun accents the same
Iconic Contention that is occurring during the Lunar Eclipse. Likewise, there is a
‘Piercing’ of the Heel Motif as the Stinger of Scorpio pierces the Heel of Ophiuchus that
is wrestling-down the Serpent attempting to usurp the Crown. So, it is from this Place
and Time, that the Sun, on the other side of the Sky, aligned with the Earth and Moon
casts its Shadow from the Constellation of Libra, the Sacrificial Altar.
In this Celestial depiction, is the Sun confronts the ‘Enemy’, Scorpio that has the Mortal
Head Wound depicted by the Giant Red Star, Antares head-on. Metaphorically, it is as if
Jesus, the Bride’s Sun of Righteousness goes before to make the way and confronts
the Enemy that seeks to devour her on the Altar of Slaughter, i.e., Libra. It is precisely
where Mercury will be at and with Mars, the God of War is to follow. Meaning? There
will be intense Spiritual Warfare waged against the Bride of Christ for the Battle is at the
Gates of Heaven, to get into Heaven.
And when that Place and Time does actually occur for the Rescue, War is soon to
follow as a consequence thereafter. The Luciferians on Earth know that the ‘Transition’
or Translation of the Bride to be taken through the Gates to Heaven is pending. And
such Evil Forces seek to prevent her Rescue and Escape. So, what is the point or
overall arching message perhaps? Again, given the ‘Lateness’ of the Hour, many that
are ‘Watching’ the Signs of the Time are sensing that Time is indeed running down to
something. A Transition, a Conclusion, a ‘Reset’ will soon take place, mutually.
Thus, if such interpretations are valid, then this is why one needs to examine such
Celestial Conjunction like this 1000-Year Lunar Eclipse and its counterpart that occurs
on December 4, 2021. This Total Solar Eclipse will have its Totality occur directly over
Antarctica. And here too, one can delve into and begin with the Esoteric Nuances of
how it has been shown that there is indeed evidence of Ancient Alien Subterranean
Bases, Ancient Atlantean-type of Pyramid Cities, Nazi collaboration in preparation of
their AntiChrist’s ‘Debut’. This will take place once the Reset is made and the
Resurrection and Rapture event has occurred.
Until then the ‘Fight’ at the Gates will be the most intense and severe on Earth in these
Last Hours of the Church Age. So, such has been an overlay of the possible Biblical
interpretations of what this Partial Lunar Eclipse of November 19, 2021 signals
prophetically perhaps. It is message that the 7-Star Pleiades Church, the type of Bride
of Christ is not forgotten and to stay in the Fight and Watch for her soon Deliverance.
And that the Creator is ‘signaling’ her to keep Watch in this ‘Last Hour’. That the
Champion, Orion, is signaling her and assuring that the Rescue is soon to come as
‘Time is Up’, there is no more Time, as in the Days of Noah. It was when that the World
came to an end. But Noah, finding Favor or Grace with YHVH was Rescued from the
Wrath that befell them and will again now.
_______________________________
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Main Sources
Hebcal.com
NASA.gov
Stellarium.org
TimeAndDate.com
https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/lunar/2021-november-19
Lived Streamed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80uMSAWogjo
Wikipedia.com
Related Articles dealing with the Pleiades
#488: ISRAEL IN THE COMING CRUCIBLE
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-488.html
#382 Comet Atlas at Jerusalem Gates
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-382.html
#378 Comet SWAN
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-378.html
#373: VENUS-PLEIADES CONJUNCTION
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-373.html
#371: CREATION COMET ATLAS
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-371.html
Free Pleiades Resource Page
https://www.postscripts.org/pleiades.html
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